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 I dont know where I can find this version. Is there anyone who used the old version? Do you know how I can find out the version? Hello, I'm searching for an old version of the lake Controller Software. The last version compatible with the lake contour 26d is the Version 5.8. I dont know where I can find this version. Is there anyone who used the old version? Do you know how I can find out the
version? Please read the FAQ before posting a question. Hi, thank you for the info. I did read the FAQ and did ask a question. But it is not in the FAQ, as you have posted. Hi, sorry if I didn't understand you. Yes, but the question is not in the FAQ. When I asked the question I did not specify what software you use to get your answer. You asked me where I can find an old version of the lake controller
software. I think I know what version you use to get your answer but it's worth asking.Q: jquery - dynamically changing html for I have an html string I want to use ajax to send to my server. I want to have the dynamically created string be a combination of 2 lines: The first line should be a paragraph and should have a class of "dynamic-data" The second line should be a link with a class of "dynamic-

data-link" I have this working for normal html but I am having trouble dynamically adding classes to the paragraph and the link. Here is my code: var html = 'Your data is here.Download link'; $(document).ready(function(){ 82157476af
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